A discussion of issues related to the cataloging of a language, Romani (or Romany), which is only in the 21 st century beginning to achieve some degree of standardization. The discussion focuses on issues of Romani orthography, specifically a small number of unusual Unicode characters that may cause technical problems in certain automated cataloging environments, such as OCLC WorldCat, the OCLC cataloging client Connexion, and online library catalogs.
Introduction
The discussion of cataloging foreign language materials has been recently invigorated by a number of developments. The ability to add matching non-latin 1 vernacular fields in bibliographic records in online library catalogs for a variety of languages (e.g. Japanese, Arabic, Chinese, Korean, 2 preserving the token Moldovan language designation. In the case of Azeri and Uzbek, complications arise, in that the new romanized alphabets diverge somewhat from the ALA romanized transliteration schemes for the Cyrillic that have been employed heretofore in library catalogs and many databases. In some cases this has resulted in the need to address the Library of Congress guidelines for supplying uniform titles in cases of changes in orthography that affect alphanumeric filing and retrieval. 3 The
Slavic and East European Section (SEER) of Association of Research Libraries (ARL) has recently convened a taskforce to discuss these and other remaining problematic issues such as mixed orthographies, reemergence of pre-Revolutionary orthography in Russian publications, and problems with various recensions of Church Slavic. This information will be used to update the widely consulted Slavic Cataloging Manual. 4 In this article I would like to discuss a related but somewhat distinct phenomenon, which deals with the ramifications of cataloging and retrieval not of changes in an established language, but rather those of a language which is only now beginning to achieve a degree of standardization, namely Romani (commonly also spelled "Romany", and now sometimes Rromani).
Romani, spoken by approximately 4 million Roma 5 (for a variety of reasons an exact count is impossible) in Europe, Asia Minor, and the Americas is considered to be a northern Indic language. The great bulk of Romani vocabulary is of Indic origin, and its grammar preserves some archaic Indic elements that have been lost in the other modern Indic languages.
In a yet to be published article, Minor, the Roma first appeared in Europe in the early 1300s, a portion of the population establishing a fairly sedentary life in some areas, while others remained mainly itinerant, travelling freely throughout several countries. On its way to Europe, the Romani language was greatly influenced by other IndoEuropean languages spoken along the path, such as Persian, Armenian, and Greek. Because of the large populations of Roma in the Balkans, Romani has also developed sufficient features shared by the other Balkan languages (Serbian/Croatian/Bosnian, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Albanian, Greek, Romanian, and Vlax) to be also considered as part of the Balkansprachbund. 7 As is the case with all languages of Europe, Romani has been present in Europe long enough now to develop a number of definable dialects, which differ among themselves in points of grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation, often rather substantially. 8 Until recently, orthographic variations used to write Romani have been utterly chaotic, and the most common pattern was to use the orthographic system of the host country, resulting the direct form of the Hindi word for 'boy' is larka, and larke ki ankh means "boy's eye', and "boys" eyes" will be larkoŋ ke ankhe, with the noun changing to the oblique form with the placement of the possessive postposition ki. We see a very similar reflex in Romani. The Romani word for boy is raklo, 10 and 'the boy's eye will be rakleski yakh, and 'the boys' eyes' will be raklǎnge yakha 11 . When comparing the Romani structure with Hindi, we can clearly see that what may look like a case ending can, in fact, be interpreted as a postposition. 12 What differs in Romani from Hindi is that the phonetic nature of the postpositions in Romani changes based on the consonant to the immediate left. If that consonant is voiced, then so will be the consonant of the postposition, and conversely if it is unvoiced then so will be the consonant in the postposition. This can be seen in the example above. The singular oblique stem of raklo is rakles-, while the plural oblique stem is raklen-. The phonetic form of the possessive postposition can thus be either /-ke/ or /-ge/ depending on whether the preceding constant is unvoiced or voiced. The same reflex occurs with the postpositions -te "to" and -tar "from", which phonetically become /-de/ and /-dar/ after voiced consonants. Some Romani linguists considered this syntactic feature so distinctive and significant that it should be conspicuously accounted for in any standardized orthography chosen for Romani. They therefore came up the following solution: rather than write the consonant of the postposition with two different consonants, in each instance they would 5 choose a rather obscure grapheme to represent them. The postpositions added to the oblique stem would thus be written as below:
Pronounced Written as Meaning
-ke/-ge -qe "of" -te/de -θe "to"
-tar/-dar -θar "from"
-sa/-tsa * -ça "with" *The sound /ts/ is written Romani with the letter c.
Thus, the above examples would now be written as raklesqi yakh and raklǎnqe yakha.
In order to try to further distance Romani from the graphical representation of the neighboring Slavic languages, the diacritic hachek, i.e. caron (ˇ), was eschewed in favor of the acute accent, thus ć, ś, and ź for the aspirant sounds ch (as in Charley), sh (as in ship), and s (as in pleasure) for the aspirant sounds. Practically speaking, this is a rather modest modification. However somewhat more contentious was the discussion of how to represent the frequent Romani consonant corresponding to the j in judge. This particular sound (and closely related sounds) are represented by a wide variety of graphemes in the languages of Europe, e.g.: j, g (English), đ, dž, dj (Bosnian/ Croatian/ Serbian), rz, ż (Polish) 13 , c (Turkish), gy (Hungarian), and gj, xh (Albanian). Previous to the 2009 Warsaw agreement, treatment of this sound varied widely, as it still does in the non-standard Romani orthographies, being variously represented as ž, ƶ, ź, as the number 3, and even a very quirky square box minus the left side and an acute accent above. 14 While it would have been logically consistent to choose ź to represent this sound, the committee, rather inexplicably, decided to select the obscure International Phonetic
Association character "ezh" ʒ. The ezh, alongside the theta that appears in the Romani postpositions, will be problematic from the perspective of cataloging.
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Cataloging Ramifications
The problem of languages that have undergone changes in the official orthography, e.g. Russian after the Soviet Revolution, is well known to catalogers in research libraries. However the Roma live in a number of countries and therefore are not able to claim to have any governmentally sanctioned "official orthography." Thus, there is some uncertainty whether the AACR2 stipulation about changes in official orthography is applicable, or even desirable in the cataloging of Romani materials.
Nevertheless, as more and more materials are being published in Romani, many, but not all adhering to the new standardized orthography, it is important to consider having a systematic approach to cataloging materials in the Romani language.
AACR2 cataloging records consist of two main components, the descriptive elements, transcribed from the item being cataloged, and additional controlled metadata elements assigned by the cataloger, such as names and subject headings, which are subject to authority control. In the context of Romani, the latter are generally unproblematic, as authors" names are usually established based on the orthographies of the countries in which they reside, and therefore do not normally contain the problematic characters ezh and theta 15 . The descriptive elements of the bibliographic record, on the other hand, present very little flexibility. AACR2 clearly stipulates that the descriptive elements should ideally be transcribed exactly as they appear in the item being cataloged, although with further caveats.
Until recently, for languages in non-latin scripts the only option in bibliographic utilities, such as OCLC, was a romanized transliteration scheme, which at least for North American libraries, was based on the ALA norm. 16 While we are now able to add matching vernacular fields for many scripts in OCLC WorldCat, this is not the case for all valid Unicode characters. 17 In addition, AACR2 stipulates some rather elaborate rules about how to deal with special characters such as ezh and theta, which seem inappropriate to apply in the case of a language for which these characters are part of the established orthography. 18 We are therefore left with a dilemma when it comes to Romani.
The Problematic Characters
In the context of 1990, when the new alphabet was adopted, computer automation and the Internet were not as developed as they are today, and therefore the Romani linguists did not see the introduction of new exotic letters as unduly problematic, as typewriters could be ordered with specific keys as needed. However in the current computer environment these characters present a particular problem. OCLC WorldCat is still limited to the smaller Marc-8 Unicode subset and limits what characters can be entered in certain contexts. While the vast majority of letters of the new Romani alphabet are MARC-8 compatible, the ezh is a character that is still unrecognized in that character set, and so we must replace this character with some alternative. 19 The introduction of the Greek character theta (θ) also presents some distinct problems for cataloging. This character is disallowed in OCLC cataloging in otherwise latin-script fields and is generally replaced with the bracketed name of the letter, i.e.
[theta], or a phonetic equivalent. If we do attempt to input this character in OCLC Connexion (other than in a matching vernacular Greek field) it will force Connexion to assume that the record being input is a non-latin script record and will automatically code the resulting record as such. This code is system supplied and cannot be removed. Connexion will also attempt to add matching fields for romanization, as we see in OCLC WorldCat records for Cyrillic, Arabic, etc., which cannot be left blank and must be filled with text of some sort in order to validate and add the record to OCLC WorldCat.
Alongside these problematic consonants, the new orthography contains a number of vowel graphemes ǎ, ě, ǐ, ǒ, ǔ. These so-called pre-jotizing vowels are pronounced with a faint "y" sound after the consonant preceding them. From the descriptive aspect of cataloging these characters are not unduly problematic and are compatible in OCLC WorldCat. The most important thing to bear in mind is that these diacritics are the caron, and not the breve, which is more commonly seen above vowels in European languages.
In addressing the descriptive aspect of the bibliographic record, how then do we deal with the theta and ezh? Computer alphabetical sorting and keyword searching is normally good at regularizing variants of roman-alphabet letters occurring with various diacritics, so that, e.g. z, ź, ż, ž, etc., will all be retrieved when searching the stripped z. The theta and ezh, however, are not characters for which such a correlation is normally encoded. As far at the descriptive elements of Romani bibliographic records that contain these problematic elements are concerned, we must turn to practical solutions.
There seem to me to be two acceptable solutions for dealing with the ezh, and, for the sake of consistency, I believe it would be prudent to treat the theta as well as the ezh in the same fashion when cataloging in OCLC WorldCat. The approaches I will suggest below, while admittedly not extremely aesthetic, will nevertheless assure that important graphical information will be retained until catalogs and bibliographic utilities are compatible with all Unicode characters. For the time being, it is likely that these steps will be mainly necessary in the descriptive areas of the bibliographic record and will mostly affect the transcription of the titles.
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Option 1:
Except for the theta and ezh all other Romani letters have ALA character equivalents and can be transcribed as they are. The ezh has two acceptable variants according to the Warsaw Agreement, ƶ and з (the Cyrillic /z/). However, neither of these is a valid ALA character, and therefore cannot be used in OCLC WorldCat to transcribe the title proper (MARC 245 field). Although not commonly seen in OCLC cataloging, there is a provision in the Library of Congress Rule Interpretation documentation for replacing special characters that cannot be used in the MARC record. According to this list, the ezh, which can also appear in some African languages, should be transcribed as z̳ (z with double underscore) and theta as t̳ (t with double underscore). Using this substitution for ezh, Kote ʒàna e Kosoviaqe Rroma would be transcribed as: Kote z̳ àna e Kosoviaqe Rroma. Since titles are generally not unwieldy, I believe it would also be helpful to provide a note, such as "z̳ in the word z̳ ana appears as the IPA symbol ezh." Such notes will be helpful to users unfamiliar with the vagaries of transcribing unusual characters in OCLC cataloging.
The use of t̳ for theta seems a little less satisfactory, since this letter has two phonetic outcomes, /t/ and /d/ depending on the preceding consonant. Nevertheless, it makes sense to consider employing this substitute character. In the case of theta there will also be cases where added title entries will be helpful. Regrettably, the treatment of theta will require a bit of knowledge of Romani phonology as revealed in the discussion of postpositions above. However, with this knowledge in hand, when constructing added title entries (MARC 246 field), I would recommend, in cases where the theta is indeed pronounced as the voiced d, that the theta be transcribed according to its phonetic value, i.e. Using this method yields the following:
The lower case theta can be substituted with &#x03B8; and the capital letter as &#x0398;
The lower case ezh will be &#x0292; and the upper case &#x01B7
There are advantages and disadvantages to each of these options.
The first option will allow for searching and alphanumeric filing based on a more natural representation of what a speaker of Romani, or one researching Romani might expect, in the case of the ezh because z̳ will regularize out with the many forms of the letter z frequently used to represent this sound in the various common manifestations of the Romani alphabet. However it is not ideal in this respect, as diagraphs, such as dž, dj, xh are also frequently used to represent this sound in Romani texts. In regards to the theta, this approach is somewhat better suited, as it represents a form used by the majority of Romani writers, many of which still shun the use of the theta. On the other hand, the second option will allow for eventual automatic conversion of the characters back to the proper graphic representation when these Unicode characters become available in the MARC format. Some newer web interfaces are already able to render these characters correctly when they are manually input in the local catalog database, even if it is not yet possible to input these non-MARC-8 characters in OCLC WorldCat directly. 21 Nevertheless there are obvious drawbacks to this approach as well. First, since these NCRs are mostly likely to occur conspicuously in the title of the bibliographic record, any user, other than those familiar with cataloging limitations and hexidecimal coding of Unicode characters, will likely assume that a coding error has occurred, resulting in garbled characters. 22 Second, this method will profoundly affect keyword searching and alphanumeric sorting of main titles. Finally, even if the characters are rendered correctly in the catalog and browser, another unfortunate result is that the catalog user may not have the ability to input the correct characters for the purpose of searching.
If the second option is chosen, as in the case of the first option, it will still be desirable to provide some alternate title headings to the bibliographic record, based on a reasonable assumption of what the user might expect. This is clearly not a trivial issue. As in the case of cataloging all foreign language materials, the cataloger must have at an adequate working knowledge of the language being cataloged in order to be able to discern which added entries are most appropriate and useful for the end user. In the Appendix I discuss my personal preference for treating these problematic characters but I feel both approaches are equally legitimate.
Authority Control Implications
Turning now to the portion of the bibliographic record subject to authority control, i.e. the assignment of controlled vocabulary and standardized names, we are left with a further dilemma. 23 Many Romani writers are either unaware of the standardized alphabet adopted by the 1990 World Romani Congress or find the system so bizarre that they simply choose to disregard it, opting for the orthographic system of their home country or an idiosyncratic one of their own design. However, as a cataloger of these materials, I must make a decision, one way or another, how to approach this issue. As a linguist, I recognize that Romani is very different from most other European languages in that it is represented by no nation state and therefore has no governmentally-sanctioned official orthography, and is represented by a wide variety of dialects. However as a result of my experience as a cataloger I recognize the importance of collocation in the context of the library catalog and strive to find a means to make Romani materials as accessible as possible. This raises the question of whether it is desirable to accept the 1990 Romani Congress decision as authoritative enough to apply the AACR2 guidelines concerning change in orthography to Romani. I would argue that this is indeed desirable, at least in certain cases where possible, and where there a desire to bring together related manifestations of a specific work. 24 One problem, until very recently, has been the lack of any authoritative reference source to resolve questions of orthography for Romani. Such reference sources are frequently consulted by foreign-language catalogers, for example, when cataloging Arabic to ensure a consistent transcription of the short vowels, which are normally not written. In 2009, a dictionary, of which I was coeditor of the English content, was published and which may be very helpful in resolving problems. This UNESCO sponsored dictionary is the first international dictionary of the proposed standardized form of the Romani and it employs the new orthography discussed above. . 26 Clearly these works will regularize differently in a title browse and a keyword search. In cases such as this, it seems that it would be prudent to provide uniform titles (MARC 130 or 240 fields)
based on the new orthography on the bibliographic record for the title in the old orthography, in order to provide access to the new established orthography. An authoritative source, such as the dictionary mentioned above, can facilitate in determining the appropriate form.
Other than examples such as above, where there is a desire to bring together related manifestations of a work, I fear that it may impractical to try to routinely construct uniform titles for
Romani works for a number of practical reasons. First, the new orthography is only a recommended standard, with no legal weight. While being used by several Romani organizations and scholars in Europe, others may either totally disregard it, or use it only partially (especially avoiding the q, ç, ʒ, and θ). While above I have concentrated on the problem of the consonants, similar problems exist with the new Romani vowel characters. To give just an example for ǎ and ǒ, these have been written as ja, ia, ya, я and yo, io, yo, ё respectively in various kinds of orthographies. While books being printed by publishers that specialize in Romani materials may be more likely to adhere to the new orthography, there will continue to be a great variety in how Romani is written in books and journals, the Internet, etc. The burden will therefore be on the cataloger to attempt to construct uniform titles for a language that is generally little known outside the Romani community and among Balkanologists.
Conclusion
As a non-territorial and transnational language, it is very difficult to envision a time in the near future when even European variants of Romani will achieve the degree of standardization of other European languages. Nevertheless, considering that there are now UN-affiliated and other cultural groups that are attempting to promote the new standard orthography and are introducing it more and more in printed publications and Internet resources, it should be approached by the cataloger with the same degree of attention that we pay to other complicated issues of orthography. The goal of our diligence is always to keep the potential end user in mind, and to anticipate how in the future automated algorithms may be able to bring together related works, as envisioned in FRBR models 27 .
Even if we conclude that certain issues of authority control, such as assigning uniform titles, are too complicated or ambiguous to be applied systematically, we are nevertheless left with the problematic characters that presently prevent their exact transcription in some cataloging environments. It is my hope that this discussion will be of help to other catalogers who may be presented with Romani materials to understand the complicated cataloging issues involving this fascinating language. Please feel free to contact me at husic@ku.edu if you should need any assistance in cataloging Romani materials. Possibly problematic characters: The pre-jotizing vowels, i.e. vowels with a caron (hachek) written above. For bibliographic utilities such as OCLC Connexion these characters no longer present a problem. Each vowel can be input with the necessary caron above. Library catalogs may display them correctly or strip out the diacritics, depending on the system, but searching and filing will not usually be affected. Nevertheless, it behooves the cataloger to input these letters with the proper caron, rather than to accidentally substitute the diacritic breve.
ǎ, ě, ǐ, ǒ, ǔ
The Latin characters with the acute diacritic: The characters representing these letters are available in OCLC Connexion and should search and display correctly in any Unicode-compliant library catalog.
The characters may be downgraded when imported into some bibliographic utilities, such as Endnote, to their stripped forms c, s, z, or may be replaced with blank or filler characters, depending on how character importing is set. However this particular problem is beyond the scope of this article.
ć, ś, ź
The Postpositions q and ç,
In the examples with the ezh and theta, I have recommended making title added entries in certain cases where problematic characters occur in a title proper. I would also recommend constructing such added entries in the cases of the characters, q and ç, used in the postpositions, based on their phonetic outcome, i.e. k/g and s/c. Again, while requiring a bit of knowledge of Romani phonology, these added entries will aid a user by providing keyword searching based on a more natural form.
Problematic Characters and their Numerical Character Reference Codes. These characters may present considerable problems for the reasons discussed above.
Theta θ and ʒ
Although visually unaesthetic, my preferred recommendation for transcribing these characters in OCLC is to use the lossless method discussed above by replacing these characters with their appropriate Numerical Character References, i.e. &#x03B8; (θ) and &#x0398; (Θ) &#x0292; (ʒ) and &#x01B7 (Ʒ). I am hopeful that in the near future we will have all Unicode character sets available to us in MARC cataloging, and therefore this problematic situation should not last indefinitely. Until then some catalogs can already display these characters correctly when encoded in this way.
If this solution is locally considered to be unacceptable, then the use of the t̳ and z̳ (t and z with double underscore) is a good pragmatic alternative. At some future point these replacement characters could be searched and replaced in the database with the proper Unicode characters.
One further note: if attempting to search OCLC WorldCat for examples of records for items in Romani you will discover that a large number of records have the MARC fixed-field language code for Romanian (rum) miscoded as rom, which is in fact the language code for Romani. This will result in many false hits when attempting to filter by language.
Romani Samples on the WWW
